Postpartum Early Rupture Interstitial Ectopic Pregnancy: A Life Threatened Event Due to Delayed Diagnosis. (Case Report)
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**Abstract**

**Background:** Ectopic pregnancy (EP) is a common and potentially life- and fertility-threatening condition in early pregnancy. The majority of EP are tubal. Interstitial EP is a rare site of implantation and usually associated with the highest risk of massive and uncontrollable bleeding. Despite the accurate and different diagnostic methods, the correct diagnosis of interstitial EP considered very difficult in early stages. **Case Presentation:** 20- year old fully lactating female gravida 2 para 1 with a history of normal vaginal delivery and amenorrhea for 5 months, presented with sudden acute abdominal pain 2 days prior to admission. On examination she had pallor tachycardic febrile and hypotensive. Her abdomen was distended and tender. She had a β-human chorionic gonadotropin level of 70 µIU/ml. The abdominal ultrasound showed only a moderate intra-abdominal collection. Emergency laparoscopic intervention revealed a large hemoperitoneum, and bleeding from a ruptured left interstitial ectopic pregnancy. The procedure was accomplished by hand-assisted suturing of the defect to control the bleeding. The patient was discharged after two days in good condition. **Discussion:** Early rupture of interstitial ectopic pregnancy is rare and seldom reported. Its diagnosis and management are challenging and requires prompt intervention. Although the diagnosis of ectopic pregnancy was valued in our evaluation, the exact diagnosis was unclear because the patient came in an acute abdomen, the fear of viscus perforation was existed, and the possibility of getting pregnancy in postpartum period was unexpected. **Conclusion:** Ruptured interstitial EP is a life threatened entity. The diagnosis of early ruptured interstitial EP is challenging in an emergency sitting. The final diagnosis usually confirmed during laparoscopic or surgical intervention.
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INTRODUCTION

Ectopic pregnancy is the implantation of a fertilized ovum outside the uterine cavity and it is thought to affect 1-2% of pregnancies. It represents the most common cause of pregnancy-related mortality in the first trimester (9-14% mortality rate) [1, 2]. The majority of ectopic (93-97%) pregnancies are located within the fallopian tube [1, 3].

Interstitial pregnancy occurs in the interstitial segment of the fallopian tube (lateral to the round ligament) that lies within the muscular wall of the uterus and accounts for up to 1–3% of all ectopic pregnancies [3, 4].

Nevertheless, ruptured EP continues to occur, often because the clinician or the patient did not recognize the early signs and symptoms of the condition [5].

Ruptured ISEP can result in catastrophic hemorrhage with massive blood loss from the vascular anastomosis between the uterine and the ovarian arteries (Sampson’s artery) and the mortality rate is 6–7
times higher than that in classical ectopic pregnancy [6].

Here we introduce a considered very rare case of a life threatened early ruptured ISEP in a young Arab/Yemeni lady diagnosed during a laparoscopic intervention. Her ectopic pregnancy was unexpected and unusual because the patient had a history of normal vaginal delivery 5 months earlier, and she had been in a period of lactational amenorrhea. Up to the best of our knowledge the ISEP in such condition had not been described in the literatures review.

CASE PRESENTATION

A 20-years-old Yemeni lady, gravida 2 para 1, with a history of normal vaginal delivery 5 months ago, presented at one-month gestation (according to the patient’s discerption) with sudden general and progressive abdominal pain commencing 2 days prior to presentation. She denied any vaginal bleeding or leaked liquor. The pain was associated with fever, nausea, vomiting, and dizziness. She also provided a history of amenorrhea and full breastfeeding since her delivery.

The patient was hemodynamically unstable. She was pallor, febrile, and slightly dyspneic, with blood pressure of 90/60 mm/Hg, pulse rate 110 beats/m (weak and thready pulse), and respiratory rate 18 breath/m with normal breathing sounds.

The abdomen was symmetrically distended, and a suprapubic transverse old surgical skin scar was visible. Figure 1 there were scant bowel sounds detected by auscultation. The abdomen was diffusely tender with positive rebound tenderness. The digital rectal examination showed an empty and tender rectum.

The patient’s past medical history includes an unreported abdominal operation for left ovarian cyst two years ago. Blood laboratory investigation showed, HB 5mg/dl, WBC 12000, β-hCG 70 µIU/ml, blood urea 40 mg/dl, and creatinine 1.8 mg/dl.

Bedside urgent abdominal US revealed moderate intra-abdominal free fluid collection, no intrauterine pregnancy, and no other pathologies were detected.

The patient immediately resuscitated by blood and fluids transfusion. Intravenous antibiotics analgesics and proton pump inhibitor was given too. Naso-gastric tube and urine catheter had put in place.

So, the decision was taken for urgent laparoscopic intervention. During the procedure; there was a large amount of intra-abdominal blood collection > 1500ml. Figure 2 Blood was evacuated using suction with inspection of pelvic organs.

There was a free dark soft tissue material (the embryo) measuring about 7x5 cm floated in the pelvis. An insidious blood Hemorrhage was coming from a defect at the junction of the left fallopian tube to the uterus indicated a ruptured left ISEP. Figures 3, 4
It was difficult to control the blood ooze laparoscopically due to the friability of the implantation site. The procedure had progressed to open suprapubic small transverse incision to deliver out the uterus. Figure 5 A direct two layers’ hand sewing of the uterine horn defect was done to control the bleeding.

The patient had an uneventful postoperative course and discharged after 2 days in good condition.

**DISCUSSION**

Ectopic pregnancy at any location is a serious problem. Although great advances in the diagnostic and therapeutic management of EP have been made over the last two decades, misdiagnosis and delayed intervention remain the leading clinical causes of maternal death. Therefore, early detection is crucial to reduce morbidity and mortality [3, 6, 7].

As in other type of EP, the predisposing factors for ISEP may include pelvic inflammatory disease, previous ipsilateral or bilateral salpingectomy, previous ectopic and pelvic surgery, tumors, uterine anomalies and in vitro fertilization [2, 4, 6]. However, half of all women who receive a diagnosis of an EP do not have any known risk factors [8]. The only risk factor we obtained in this case was a history of previous ipsilateral salpingectomy that had done before two years.

The general clinical manifestations of EP are nonspecific. Non ruptured ISEP can be presented with the classic symptoms of EP namely, amenorrhea, vaginal bleeding, and abdominal pain. It can be diagnosed rapidly and accurately with the use of transvaginal ultrasonography in conjunction with a quantitative serum β-hCG test [8, 9].

While all ectopic pregnancies are associated with a risk of hemorrhage, ISEP are associated with the highest risk of massive, uncontrollable bleeding. In contrast to the common clinical notion that rupture occurs only between 12 and 16 weeks, in interstitial pregnancies rupture could happen at any time in early pregnancy as it was happened in this case [10].

Imaging studies (CT and MRI) should be useful for those patients that are hemodynamically and clinically stable [2]. Managing an ISEP is dependent upon whether the ectopic pregnancy has ruptured and the stability of the patient [10].

The safety and effectiveness that laparoscopic procedures offer in gynecological surgeries make them the preferred methods for treating a great variety of gynecologic pathologies [11, 14, 15].

In female patients in childbearing age with signs and symptoms of acute abdomen, close attention should be paid to her menstrual and gynecologic history and EP should be excluded. In general, patients with resuscitatable acute abdomen as in our case, laparoscopic intervention has the advantages as a minimally invasive procedure, it can make accurate diagnosis and pointing to the underlying causes, in addition to resolving many manageable intra-abdominal acute surgical issues depending on the experience of the surgeon and the availability of the required instruments. Its outcome is outstanding in decreasing the high morbidity of a big midline laparotomy.

In the past, laparotomy with either hysterectomy or cornual resection was advocated in ISEP, [4] although still, radical surgery is necessary in cases where hemorrhage is life-threatening. [6]

Breastfeeding can be up to 98% effective in preventing pregnancy for the first six months’ postpartum as long as the woman remains amenorrheic and is fully or nearly fully breastfeeding [16]. This patient had in lactational amenorrhea for 4 months after her recent delivery and achieving pregnancy in this period being unexpected and unusual.

This case had presented in acute abdomen. Although we had some concern about the possible perforated peptic ulcer or perforated acute appendicitis, our evaluation was more confined to a ruptured EP. As the patient’s condition was critical, we could not spend more time in evaluating the case by serial β-hCG follow up, and we could not send the patient for further imaging studies. The Gyno-obstetric surgeon was not
reachable at that time for additional evaluation. After adequate resuscitation, the final diagnosis of ISEP was made during laparoscopic intervention.

This reported case could be supporting the importance of awareness and high clinical suspicion for such a life-threatening condition to avoid maternal morbidity and mortality.

CONCLUSION
Ruptured interstitial ectopic pregnancy is a rare and a life threatened entity, and its diagnosis considered challenging. The positive β-hCG, and the negative intrauterine fetus with the intraabdominal collection detected by US raise the index of suspicion of a ruptured EP, however, the final diagnosis of early ruptured ISEP usually made intraoperatively by means of laparoscopic or open surgical intervention. Hemodynamically unstable cases need for more prompt intervention without delay rather than diagnostic evaluation.
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